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Synopsis of the thesis entitled : 11 Kant's Critique 

of Taste with special reference to the concept of Disinterestedness 

and its bearings on Recent Indian Thought11
• 

The thesis is intended to concentrate on Part One of 

the Critique of Judgment. This part of the Critique has exerted 

considerable influence upon writers as different in their philo

sophical persuasions as schiller and Hegel, Schopenhauer and 

Nietzehe, Goethe and Coleridge. The development and extension 

of Kant's theory of taste could be shown be part of the on going 

~;rork of aesthetics, not only abroad, but in recent Indian thought 

as \'lell. 

The thesis is divided into two parts 1 

Part I :The Historical Background t~~~·s Aesthetics. 

The development of the concept of aesthetic experience can be 

shown from shaftesbury of Kant. Shaftesbu:.t-y, Hutcheson, Hume 

and Kant all take fbr granted that a discussion of beauty, the 

sublime and tc:1ste ar.e central to philosophical discussion~ Frcm 

their discussions there emerges a concept of aesthetic experience 

which, in one for.m or another, dominates subsequent aesthetic 

theory. It is worth while to reexamine ·some of the underlying 

commit~ents which intorm the discussions of taste from Shaftesbury 

to Kant. In his correspondence as well as in the ~~-~ 



~dsm~ Kant himself has referred to Hume, Shaftesbury and 

Hutcheson. 

:£he An,a,lysis of the Beautiful The question that Kant 

poses in Part One of the CJ;'i~=!:a.que of_Judgment is : How are 

judgments of the beautiful are possible? Beauty is the cen·tral 

term in Kant•s aesthetics, it is logically prior to all other 

aesthetic terms, such as totality, harmony, clarity, perecision, 

perfection, etc. Kant appears to maintain that the beautiful is 

the necessary filter, or category through which ony \vork of art, 

or ~pect of Nature, mus·t pass in order ·to count as an object 

of taste. 

It follows from the centrality of the beautiful in Kant•s 

aesthetics that we should ask, how aesthetic evaluation in 

general is to hle explained, since many aesthet.ic predicates or 

values presuppose the beautiful. Kant asks, how assertions of 

aesthetic v-1orth are to be justified'? And his answer to the. question 

takes the form of an analysis, conceptual of a sort, which he 

calls, transcendental. Therein lies the or:ig.ins of the Four 

~_'E~;y_s~fle£!:E~~gment (Based c,n Kant• s first 

introduction to the Critique of Jud.£!~ an.d the published 

introduction). 
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(iii) 

In this chapter following topics will r~ceive spec~al 

attention z 

(a) Aesthetic and Reflective judgments. 

(b) Pleasure and Subjectivity. 
0 

(e' The Singularity of Aesthetic judgment. 

(d) The Necessity of Aesthetic judgment. 

Disinterestedness: A chapter will be devoted to a consi

deration of the theme : The Disinterestedness of Aesthetic 

judgment. Along with it the notions of interest, concept and 

existence will receive clarificationw 

· •. 

It will be argued that disinterestedness is the aesthetic 

analogue of Kant's notion of objectivity. An attempt will also 

be made to trace the notion of interest from the Critique of 

Practical ReaSon, and to see heM does the notion gets transformed o 
______ , ________ __ 
the third Cri3que. 

As an outcome of this chapter it will be seen that when we 

use 'beautiful' and many other aesthetic predicates, we do attempt 

to ground publicly valid assessments of objec·ts on peculiarly 

I 
private feelings and responses. ~nd in this respect Kant's 

critique of taste is addressed to a question importance z The 

justif·icati.on of the inter-subjective val.idity of aesthetic 

jUdgments. 



Part II : The intentions of the ~f£~~e of Judgmen~ 

are various, and many of them are developed by thinkers of 

(iv) 

varied philosophical persuasions. A passing reference to them 

has already been made in the opening paragraph of this synopsis. 

In the present chapter an attempt will be made to find a concep-

tual connection between the notion of disinterestedness and the 

view called aesthetic deontology on the one hand, and disinteres-

tedness and corranunicat..ion on the other .• 

(a) Aesthetic deontology or the view which finds expressed 

in Theophile Gantier•s slogan l~~~~~solute de 1~~ 

was .enunciated by Frederich Schiller as a development of Kant~an 
a 

intentions. It was embraced by the French Romantists, who held 

that art does not prove anything, nor does it say anything, it 

sirrply expresses. If Kant's intention was to counter empiricism 

(mutatis mutandis, utilitarianism) in aesthetics (as he d.i.d in 
~----·~ ~---~ 

epistemology and ethics in the earlier Critiques) his notion of 

~isi~estedness is then a formalist version of a non-consequen-

tialist theory of art. 

(b) Disinterestedness has something to do with a mode of 

being, a statei of the self, and it presupposes an absence of 

egoistic privations. A disinterested state of awareness is non-



0 (v) 

private, and hence conununicable. Such a var:iant of the notion 

has been there in the Indian tradition. A ~od~~tva's aware

ness is said to be disinterested, he is said to apperceive the 
\ 

world around ecolessly or without the intervention of the will, 

a la schopenhauer. 'l'he s ahrdaya is one who has escaped the -- . 
privations of the ego. It should be possible to say that a 

metaphysical conception of a non-private awareness or mode of 

being is presupposed by the critical notion of sahrdaya. In 
~--

recent times K.c. Bhattacharyya's apotheosis of 'heart universal' 

as the locus of both aesthetic appercept:Lon as well as communica-

tion looks back to .a willless, for that matter, disinterested, 

non-judgmental state of mind. 

In K.c. Bhattacharyya there is a three tier mode of 

dissociation from the object of perception ensuring a fuller 

disinterestedness. His line of argument appears to be as follows: 
,, 

'The more one is dissociated the more one is disinterested, and 
. ' . 

the more one is disinterested, the more one is on a spiritually 

subjective plane of being. 

In Rabindranath Tagore one finds a non-naturalistic, non-

utilitarian acpount of the creative art process and the ontology 

of the object. Many of the nuances of Tagore•s thought are 

specifically Kantian, and this matter of conviction is woth 

develeping as a philosophical exercise. 



(vi) 

~luding Remarks : Kant's view that what is called 

11 aesthetic experience 11 is s.upposed. to be' non-practical, detached, 

contemplative, or 11 di.sinterested". link~ him with the tradition 

of aesthetic ideas in recent Indian thought, even though the 

metaphysics,l presuppositions have not been always similar. 

The dichotomy that the literal is opposed to the meta-

phorical (Max Block, "Metaphor" in Contemporary studies in 

Aesthet~, New York, 1968) is the product of the Kantian 

dichotomy between "determinate" and 11 inde·terminate" concepts. 

Tagore' s theory of poetry has much to contribute to the polarity, 

though with a significant difference. The traditional notion of 

- -v __ v~an~j.ana vis-a-vis the literal mode of meaning finds a new 

relevance in Tagore's accounts of the matter. 'Why do we prefer 

suggestion to representation?' asks E.H. Gombrich (Art 211-2 

·:Illusion, P• 385). An' answer is to be looked for in Kant as well 

as in recent Indian Thinkers. Perhaps our preference has something 

to do with disinterestedness as a liberating experience. 
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